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WHERE FARM EFFICIENCY BEGINS...
m the time your

icture begins as a steel coil unit its
truction on your farm, people trained
experienced, handle the unit with pro-
tonal care.

Glass-fused-to-steel sheets are carefully removed from the glass
coating line and stacked on pallets to await shipment

Building crew erects a structure "from the top down,”
jacking it up as each ring of sheets is bolted into place
Torque wrenches are used to set each bolt (Safety Guards
on building scaffold have been removed for photographic
purposes.)

javy steel rolls weighing 13 to 20 tons are th>
material from which Harvestore structures

'

Trystore systems are manufactured.

OPTIONS
* External breather system.
*

= Side entryfill
* = Groundcontrol system.

trucks each carrying a Harvestore structure or
Slurrystore system, prepare to leave DeKalb for farms and
ranches in all parts of North America.

ADD IT ALL UP, AND YOU'LL SEE
WHY WE SAY A HARVESTORE

STRUCTURE IS MORE THAN JUST A
SILO. IN FACT, THERE'S ABOUT AS

MUCH SIMILARITY AS THERE IS
BETWEEN YOUR BIG NEW DIESEL

TRACTOR AND GRANDPA'S TEAM
OF HORSES.

NAME.

PENN-JERSEY HARVESTORE
SYSTEMS, INC.

*
ADDRESS

Z TOWN
.' STATE

* DAIRY

p.o. BOX 7
New Holland, PA 17557

PH: 717-354-4051

FEATURES
* Glass-fused'to-steel.
* Breather bags.
* Steel floor.
* Permanently mounted

center fill pipes.
steel spiral-

wrapped blower pipe.

Harvestore s breather bag system is the secret to
maintaining an oxygen limited environment As tern
peratures rise and fall any feed storage structure must
breathe to equalize pressure In conventional systems this
means that air enters the feed with every daily cycle

Cross-section view shows
how sheets are joined
together Sealer flows
between sheets and around
plastic-capped bolt to assure
atight joint.
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_ The best time for you to buy |■ —or lease your Harvestore ■■ system is now. Send
| for your free book-
g let by filling out
. and mailing this
" coupon today

»HOGS |

I Penn-Jersey HARVESTORE
Systems, Inc.

P.O. Box 7
New Holland, PA 17557
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